
U3A Port Phillip 2017 Term 1  

Science and Philosophy: friend or foe? 

 

Class 2 (14 Feb 2017) The ‘Hard’ Problem of Consciousness 

Questions: 

1. What do the following acronyms stand for, and what do they teach us about (a) the brain? (b) 
consciousness?  MRI; fMRI; TMS; DBS; EEG. (Try google or Wikipedia) 
 

2. What is consciousness?  Is it the same as ‘brain’? as ‘mind’?  
 

3. Why is consciousness a problem for science? (Consider: What is meant by qualia? Why is it a 
problem?) 
 

4. Does panpsychism or “cosmic consciousness” solve the problem of consciousness?  (This may 
have to carry over into the next class) 
 

5. Is consciousness necessary for (a) knowing? (b) learning?  
 

Resources:  

1.  Recommended:  

The Hard problem of consciousness - IEP 
http://www.iep.utm.edu/hard-con/ (introduction and Section 1) 

David Chalmers (prominent contemporary dualist), 2016, “The hard problem of consciousness”: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5DfnIjZPGw     

Susan Greenfield 2012, “The neuroscience of consciousness”: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k_ZTNmkIiBc;  
 

 

2. Further reading/viewing:  

Susan Blackmore, 2014, “The mystery of consciousness”: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rUVRXRF1NJc (an anti-dualist – opposes Chalmers) 
 
Margaret Wertheim (Aeon December 2015): “I feel therefore I am” https://aeon.co/essays/how-and-

why-exactly-did-consciousness-become-a-problem  

Alan Finkel (Australia’s Chief Scientist) 2008: https://cosmosmagazine.com/the-future/mind-gap 

Joel Frohlich, 2016, Is consciousness a ghost in the machine?  Psychology Today, 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/consciousness-self-organization-and-neuroscience/201610/is-

consciousness-ghost-in-the-machine 

Philip Adams and Paul Davies  http://www.abc.net.au/science/bigquestions/s460741.htm 

Cartesian Dualism - Philosophy Tube, 2014, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jteIKYWAS4A 
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Descartes’ Mind-Body dualism (IEP):  http://www.iep.utm.edu/descarte/  See Introduction and section 

7(b) 

David Chalmers, 2015,“Towards a Science of Consciousness”:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32m969xUlNk  

Chalmers article: http://consc.net/papers/facing.html (lengthy) 

consciousness and its disorders: 
https://theconversation.com/is-anyone-there-about-consciousness-and-its-disorders-

54035?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=The%20Weekend%20Conversation%20-

%204595&utm_content=The%20Weekend%20Conversation%20-

%204595+CID_b2cbec04da7e35ee055e63e499712dfd&utm_source=campaign_monitor&utm_term=Is

%20anyone%20there%20About%20consciousness%20and%20its%20disorders 

Anil Seth (Aeon 2 Nov 2016): https://aeon.co/essays/the-hard-problem-of-consciousness-is-a-
distraction-from-the-real-one?utm_source=Aeon+Newsletter&utm 

 

On panpsychism: 

Frankish, on why panpsychism is wrong:  

https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2016/09/panpsychism-is-wrong/500774/ 

Chalmers on VR: https://aeon.co/videos/new-realities-are-imminent-how-vr-reframes-big-questions-in-

philosophy?utm_source=Aeon+Newsletter&utm_campaign=e401dfdcd1-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2016_12_21&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_411a82e59d-e401dfdcd1-

69416377 

Freya Mathews (Australian Environmental Philosopher) 2011: 

http://www.freyamathews.net/downloads/PanpsychismParadigm.pdf 

Chalmers on panpsychism:  https://www.edge.org/conversation/david_chalmers-the-mind-bleeds-into-
the-world 

Chalmers TED talk: (espouses pan-psychism):  

https://www.ted.com/talks/david_chalmers_how_do_you_explain_consciousness?language=en 

William Seager: How Close Is Panpsychism to the Science of Physics?: 

http://www.seekeraftertruth.com/william-seager-how-close-is-panpsychism-to-the-science-of-physics/ 

Simulationists:  

Are we are living in a simulation, a virtual reality? https://vimeo.com/126833477 
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